Very large and giant microsurgical bifurcation aneurysms in rabbits: Proof of feasibility and comparability using computational fluid dynamics and biomechanical testing.
Giant aneurysms are challenging lesions with unacceptable high rates of aneurysm recanalization and rerupture following embolization. Reliable in vivo models are urgently needed to test the performance of new more efficient endovascular devices. Aneurysms were created in 11 New Zealand white rabbits (4.5-5.5kg): A long venous pouch (length 25-30mm) mimicking the aneurysm sac was derived from the external jugular vein and sutured into a microsurgically created bifurcation between both common carotid arteries. After 4 weeks the rabbits underwent 3T Magnetic resonance angiography (3T-MRA). Exemplary computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations were performed to compare the flow conditions of giant rabbit and human aneurysms. We used species-related boundary conditions, in particular, we measured blood viscosity values. Biaxial mechanical tests were performed for the mechanical characterization and comparison. None. No peri- or postoperative mortality was observed. 3T-MRA showed aneurysm patency in 10 out of 11 aneurysms (90.9%). Aneurysm lengths ranged from 21.5-25.6mm and aneurysm necks from 7.3-9.8mm. CFD showed complex flow profiles with multiple vortices in both, rabbit and human aneurysms. Lower blood viscosity values of the rabbit (3.92mPas vs. human 5.34mPas) resulted in considerable lower wall shear stress rates (rabbit 0.38Pa vs. human 1.66Pa). Mechanical tests showed lower stiffness of rabbit aneurysms compared to unruptured human aneurysms. The proposed model showed favorable aneurysm patency rates, low morbidity and good hemodynamic comparability with complex flow patterns. Biomechanical testing suggests that experimental aneurysms might be even more fragile compared to human aneurysms.